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In recent years, the market for
Transportation Management System
(TMS) solutions has evolved. Given that
not all companies are able to make large
resource commitments to a full-scale
transportation management software
purchase and implementation, expanded
solution offerings are greatly needed.
With its TMS NOW solution, Capgemini
offers flexibility with deployment models,
such as Oracle Cloud, On-Premise,
Hosted, or SaaS to best match an
organization’s logistics operational and
implementation requirements.
In the past, organizations had to chose
between less robust SaaS solutions,
slowly evolving Cloud solutions and the
more robust (and likely more expensive
and complex) solutions from the marketleading TMS software companies. SaaS
vendors typically offered a one-size-fitsall transportation solution with a lower
cost of entry but with a trade-off in terms

of capabilities. Cloud solutions were still
somewhat unproven from a performance
and reliability perspective. The reality is
that many companies compromised on
key features, constraining their future
logistics flexibility.
Another challenge is that typically
companies need to take a gradual
approach and drive immediate savings,
prove value and gain acceptance within
their organization before extending TMS
scope and capabilities.
TMS NOW for Oracle Cloud eliminates
the need to make these kinds of tradeoffs and allows an evolutionary approach
to TMS.

Flexibility to Evolve
Oracle and Capgemini partnered to
create the original TMS NOW SaaS
solution in 2008. Building upon this
framework with the availability of OTM

in the Oracle Cloud, TMS NOW for
Oracle Cloud combines a pre-configured
TMS model with robust features and
extensible capabilities, streamlined into a
subscription-based post go-live support
model with a pay-as-you-go or fixed price
approach -- offering a complete TMS
lifecycle solution. Its unique 6 week and
13 week packages offer options to ensure
organizations get exactly what they need.
Logistics executives can start with one
of these two pre-configured packages
and then expand as their business
requirements and budgets allow.
Alternatively, the flexible solution allows
businesses to install on premise and still
benefit from the robust, pre-configured
elements or remote application support.
This option is a good fit for organizations
with an approach of maintaining IT
solutions in-house due to specific policies,
corporate IT strategy or other restrictions.

TMS NOW – 13 Weeks
TMS NOW – 6 Weeks

Order
Order/Deliveries to
be routed
Order
Management updates or cancels
are sent to OTM

Plan
Outbound moves
Load planning
determines cost / best
way move the freight
based on rates, rules
& defined constraints
Carrier Selection,
Mode Selection

Execute
Automate tendering
and re-tenders to
next best value
carrier if declined
EDI connectivity to
Carrier community
through SPS
Commerce

Settlement

Monitor
EDI Shipment status
updates
KPIs and predefined
analytical dashboards
(Consolidation
savings, Cost per
cube, utilization)

Multi-stop Planning

Auto Pay based on
shipment rates and
associated AP voucher
Match Pay – auto
match carrier invoices
(EDI and manual) to
shipments and identify
exceptions based on
tolerances

More!
Pool / Cross-docks
Inbound moves
Multi-leg moves
Vendor portal

Generate voucher and
send to AP system

TMS NOW - Beyond 13 weeks (Specific to Customer requirements):
TMS NOW is completely scalable and allows customers to rollout the full range of OTM functions to handle complex business scenarios
and needs including features such as:
Networks and Multi Tier Planning
Appointment Scheduling
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3D Load configuration
and more .
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Oracle Supply Chain the way we do it

Fueled by Pre-Built
Processes and Workflows
TMS NOW is pre-seeded with common
business processes and deployment
toolkits designed to quickly drive value.
For shippers, this means that the typical
logistics processes and technical
workflows to support order consolidation,
planning, tendering, track and trace,
freight settlement and reporting are
prebuilt. For carriers, it also includes
prebuilt carrier network connectivity,
either through SPS Commerce or other
providers, for tendering, shipment status
and invoicing based on standard EDI 204,
990, 214 and 210 messages. In addition,
Capgemini’s integration framework
allows for rapid integration between
Oracle Transportation Management and
ERPs or external applications for most
commonly used objects and interfaces
such as Order Release, Master Data,
Transportation Plan and Accounts
Payable. TMS NOW starts with these
features yet is flexible to accommodate
individual customized needs.
Our experience with TMS NOW shows
that an iterative approach that utilizes a
pre-configured environment is the most
effective way to rapidly implement an
OTM solution.
Capgemini’s experienced team uses
a methodology driven by a Process
Framework to support workshops for
gathering requirements and showcasing
processes. This Process Framework
coupled with our library of 100’s of use
cases supports our pre-configured
environment setups. This enables our
team to identify value-added features
outside of the standard TMS NOW
solution; and in turn, enables our clients
to empower their oganizations with
a solution which is based on leading
practices and aligned to their own needs.

The TMS NOW solution helps reduce
complexity, drives rapid benefits
and lowers organizational support
requirements from both the business
and IT. This is significant for executives
with a roadmap strategy to deliver the
targeted benefit for their organization
while managing constraints on budget,
timing, IT resources, investment and
organizational readiness.
Avoid making trade-offs when choosing
a TMS. Capgemini’s TMS NOW for Oracle
Cloud, powered by Oracle Transportation
Management, addresses common
logistics business issues with flexible
options that will evolve with your business.
Capgemini is an Oracle Diamond-level
Partner and a member of the Oracle
Value Chain Execution Invested Partner
Community.

Manage Rates and Carriers

Order Consolidation

Shipment Optimization

Shipment Execution

Track and Trace

Freight Pay and Audit

Transportation Visibility
Connectivity via Carrier Network Community
Multi-Mode, Inbound, Outbound
Prebuilt PMO, OCM Components and Tools

Prebuilt Deliverables

Toolkits for Rapid Deployment
EDI Integration

Java Middleware

Dashboard and Reporting

Flexible Operations Support Offering
Hosted in Oracle Cloud or On-Premise
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For more details
contact:
David Williams
Principal, Supply Chain,
North America
david.williams@capgemini.com
Phone: +1 703 599 6415
Ellen Chen
Business Development Executive
ellen.chen@capgemini.com
Phone: +1 410 967 2800

About Capgemini
Now with 180,000 people in over 40 countries, Capgemini is one
of the world’s foremost providers of consulting, technology and
outsourcing services. The Group reported 2014 global revenues of
EUR 10.573 billion (about $14 billion USD at 2014 average rate). Together
with its clients, Capgemini creates and delivers business and technology
solutions that ﬁt their needs and drive the results they want. A deeply
multicultural organization, Capgemini has developed its own way of working,
the Collaborative Business Experience™, and draws on Rightshore®, its
worldwide delivery model.
Learn more about us at

www.capgemini.com
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